
  infinite and scalable textures.

[ from Digital Anarchy ]

texture 
deconstruction

Deconstruct a multi-layer texture. This tutorial 

takes a look at some of Texture Anarchyʼs noise 

types, and explains how channels work. 

                                   a TUTORIAL for               
               Texture Anarchy Explorer 

        from the Texture Anarchy suite.
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texture anarchy explorer : texture deconstruction

01- install the presets
To work with this tutorial, you will need our texture 
presets. A ʻpresetʼ is a pattern that we have already 
created for you to work with. 

The presets are on the Digital Anarchy website, at the 
following location. Please copy or type this location into 
your browser (Internet Explorer, Safari) to download the 
fi le: http://www.digitalanarchy.com/tutorials/texture_
deconstruct.zip

Unzip to get the preset fi le, 
called ʻdeconstruction_
textures.prsʼ. Copy the preset 
(.prs) fi le into the Texture 
Anarchy folder in your 
Photoshop application folder. 
That location is: Photoshop\ 
Plug-Ins\ Digital Anarchy\ 
Presets\ Texture Anarchy 
Explorer.  [ fi gure 2 ] 

* We have pictured Windows 
folders here, but the path is 
the same for Macintosh.

In this tutorial, we will deconstruct how we built a complex 
texture. You will get comfortable with the Deep Noise Room 
and the Layer Room, become familiar with some of the noise 
types, and put together a two-part texture. [ fi gure 1 ] 

[ fi gure 1 ]

[ fi gure 2 ]
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02- apply texture anarchy
We can now access the presets inside Photoshop. Create 
a new Photoshop fi le that is 800x600 pixels, at 200ppi. 
Then apply Texture Anarchy by going to the menu 
Filter> Texture Anarchy> Texture Anarchy Explorer. 

This will open up the TAE interface. You can enter the 
Preset Manager by clicking on the icon that looks like a 
square inside a circle, at the top right corner. [ fi gure 3 ] 

Use the left scroll bar to scroll to the category called 
ʻdeconstructure_texturesʼ. [ fi gure 4 ]  You will notice 
three presets: Final, Grass Layer, and Dirt Layer. These 
textures are essentially the same, but with certain layers 
turned off  to illustrate the succession of each step 
provided in this tutorial. 

[ fi gure 3 ] 

Letʼs load in the Grass 
Layer by clicking on 
that box, then clicking 
the ʻOKʼ button.

[ fi gure 4 ]

[ fi gure 5 ]
03- enjoy the grass
You are now looking at the Grass texture. The texture is 
made up of a few layers of noise and color. [ fi gure 5 ]

ʻNoiseʼ is pixels with randomly distributed color levels. 
You can use noise to blend a selection into surrounding 
pixels, or to create unusual textures. The Texture Anarchy 
suite uses noise a lot, as do some of Photoshopʼs built-in 
fi lters. TAE uses noise that is various shades of gray, and 
puts color gradients over the grayscale noise to colorize it.

The key component of this grass texture is the Color 
Channel, so letʼs take a look at the noises within. 
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04- go through the rooms
TAE is made of three levels, or ʻroomsʼ, that 
allow you to successively get deeper control over 
making your texture. Initially, you are in the Main 
Room. [ fi gure 6a ] This level has access to basic 
controls like mutation and transformation.

To see the noises layered in the Grass texture, 
click on its Color Channel. This will take you into 
the second TAE room, called the Layer Editor 
room. [ fi gure 6b ]  This room shows the layers of 
noise that are mixed together, and the methods 
through which they are mixed, like blend modes 
and opacity control.

The bottom channels of the Layer Editor hold the 
materials that create the Grass texture. 

We want to see the noises used to make up the 
Color Channel. So, click the green texture to go 
into the third level, the Deep Noise Room. 
[ fi gure 6c ]  This is the heart of TAE, where the 
noise types originate. 

05- examine the noise
Inside the Deep Noise Room, we can see that 
there are two noise types making up the grass 
Color Channel and, hence, the grass pattern. 
[ fi gure 7, next page ] The third noise channel, which 
provides an extra layer to mix in, is turned off . 

[ fi gure 6a ] 

[ fi gure 6b ] 

[ fi gure 6c ] 
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Click on each Noise Channel to show its original type. 
We are using ʻCloud Noiseʼ for an overall large change in 
colors [ fi gure 8a ]  Weʼre using ʻTurbulent Noiseʼ zoomed 
waaaayyyy out to add some detail noise. [ fi gure 8b ] 

In truth, almost any noise can be used for detail noise 
because youʼre so far zoomed out. Basically, youʼre just 
creating little dots to break up the surface texture and 
make it less ʻperfectʼ. 

This is a problem that you often run into when creating 
procedural, computer-generated textures. Stuff  looks 
too perfect. Too clean. Which is something I wish I could 
say for my apartment, but, uh... 

Back to the noise. Using noise scaled out to the point 
of being just dots is an excellent way of creating ʻdirtʼ 
or random variations in a surface. Cloud Noise, in 
particular, is an all-purpose, fast-rendering noise type 
that is useful for organic imagery that has basic random 
variation and subtle change in color, like dirt, rock, 
clouds, and grass. 

06- grass color
The other component in this texture is the color of the 
grass pattern. That color is set by the gradient to the 
right of the main texture preview. [ fi gure 9 ]  

Notice that we have used two diff erent shades of green. 
The Cloud Noise breaks up any visual monotony in the 
color pattern of the grass and assigns a lighter shade to 
a portion of the grass, for a more realistic texture.. 

A large part of creating realistic textures is looking 
closely at things in real life and noticing the surface 
variation of characteristics like color, texture, and 
blemishes. If you look at a fi eld of grass in real life, that 
grass is never one solid shade of green. There is always 
some variation in shade, as the light bounces off  blades 
diff erently because of the bladesʼ angle, height, or age. 

[ fi gure 7 ]

[ fi gure 8a ] [ fi gure 8b ]

Figure 7 shows the noise types after 
they have been transformed. Figure 8 
shows the ʻpureʼ noise type. In the Deep 
Noise Room, click on the Noise Channel 
to bring up a list of pure noise types.

[ fi gure 9 ]
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07- digging up dirt
Letʼs turn on the second preset, which is our Dirt Layer. 
Click the Back buttons until you are in the Main Room 
again. 

[ fi gure 10 ]Then click the Preset 
Manager button to load 
in the Dirt Layer preset. 
[ fi gure 10 ]  In the Main 
Room, click the Color 
Channel to enter the 
Layer Editor Room. 

08- get your hands dirty
The fi rst item of note is that the dirt layer has taken over. 
Eeeek! Layers in the Layer Editor Room behave much like 
layers in Photoshop. So, layers that are sitting above other 
layers are visually on top, obscuring the layers below. 
[ fi gure 11 ]

Blend modes allow these layers to interact. However, if the 
blend mode is set to Normal, as it is here, then you canʼt 
see through the top layer (the dirt layer) to see the lower 
layers (the grass). Weʼll fi x that shortly.

The Color Channel for the dirt isnʼt much to speak of. Itʼs 
simply a brown square. Remember, the green below it is 
obscured.

All the shading information in the ʻdirtʼ is created by the 
Bump Channel. The Bump Channel is the grayscale well 
across from the Color Channel. The Bump creates shading 
based on the lights along the texture (something weʼll get 
into shortly). 

The Bump is pretty simple to understand, so letʼs take a 
closer look.

[ fi gure 11 ]
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09- use cloud noise again
Click on the Bump Well to the right of the brown square. 
Weʼre back in the Deep Noise Room, this time to view 
the noises used for the Bump Map. 

Once again, weʼre using Cloud Noise. [ fi gure 12 ]  In 
this instance, weʼve zoomed out so the noise is much 
denser. This will give us a rough surface with many 
small ʻmoundsʼ of dirt. If we used Cloud Noise as we did 
with the grass, we would have just one big mound. 

This is one of many uses that makes Cloud Noise so 
versatile. You can use it at a variety of scales to create 
very diff erent organic eff ects. Zoom in and you have 
mountain ridges; zoom out a bit to make mounds of 
dirt; zoom out further for specks of dust.  

So we have grass, we have dirt, how do we get them 
together? Easy... the Mask Channel! 

10- composite the mask channel
Now letʼs composite the grass with the dirt. Right-click 
[control-click, for Mac folks] and drag the green grass 
Bump Channel into the empty middle ʻMask Channelʼ. 
[ fi gure 13 ]  An ʻXʼ preview indicates that a channel is 
empty.

This right/drag copies the Bump noise type into the 
Mask Channel. The noise mask will act the way a layer 
mask does in Photoshop, cutting holes into the top dirt 
layer, so that you can see the grass beneath it. 

[ fi gure 12 ]

[ fi gure 13 ]

Wherever the Mask Channel is white, itʼs opaque, 
so you see only the top layer. Wherever the mask 
is black, it is transparent, so you see the bottom 
layer. Shades of gray cause a blend between the 
top and the bottom. In this case, the Mask Layer 
is only black and white. [ fi gure 14 ] 

[ fi gure 14 ]
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11- experiment with the mask
Mask Channels allow you to create very complex but 
naturalistic textures. A mask is most powerful when you 
duplicate an instance of noise into both a Mask and a 
Bump Channel. 

In the case of our emerging texture, for example, the 
bottommost channels are the grass noise. This same 
noise is used as a bump map that separates the grass and 
the stones. This creates a convincing blend. [ fi gure 15 ]

Here weʼve removed the noise from the Bump Channel 
of the grass layer. [ fi gure 16a ]  You do this by alt-clicking 
[option-click, Mac] the texture well. The preset already 
has the appropriate noise type loaded in. 

This version of the texture looks much fl atter, like the dirt 
is just laid on top of the grass. [ fi gure 16b ]  Actually, it 
looks like a sickly giraff e... further proof that there is no 
shortage of curious things in Texture Anarchy. 

Alt [option] clicking will add back in the bump map. Now 
the shadows fall where the color transitions are, creating 
a much more eff ective blend. 

[ fi gure 15 ]

[ fi gure 16b ]

[ fi gure 16a ]
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12- turn on the lights!
Well, ok...the lights are already on, but letʼs take a look at 
them anyway. Click your Back button to get to the Main 
Room. You access the Lighting Editor by clicking on the 
Light Button to the left of the preview window. [ fi gure 17a ] 

The Lghting Editor provides an important role in making 
most textures. It can sometimes have more of an eff ect on 
a textureʼs color than the Color Channel. For our grass/dirt 
texture, the Lighting Editor has three lights. [ fi gure 17b ]  
One light is maroon, another is light green, and the third 
is gold. 

Just by moving the center green light around the texture, 
you can create dramatically diff erent shadowing. [ fi gure 18 ]   

Using a diff erent color light, of course, will aff ect a textures 
color by using diff erent lights. At right, one texture has a 
bright red light and the other has a red and blue light. 
[ fi gure 19 ]  The lights have more or less overwhelmed the 
inherent color of the texture. 

Experiment around with diff erent lights at diff erent angles 
to see what you can come up with. Happy Texturing!

[ fi gure 17a ]

[ fi gure 17a ]

[ fi gure 18 ] 

[ fi gure 19 ] 


